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1.

Ahhh! Ike again! I love you so much...!

True: (Ugh...)

2.

Talking in my sleep: (bubble, big... drown... last...)

Good luck:

Phew, you really like big breasts.

I'm glad I've been breastfeeding properly since I was a child.

Ah, but Masato's baby is really big... Let's see...

Hmm... I think it's going to get worse again... It seems like work is really

hard these days...

I've already had Ike twice, but there's no sign of waking up at

all...hmm...ahhh ♡

3.

Masoto: Ah... good morning, Yoshino-chan

(That's the way he wakes you up, as usual.Yoshino-chan was born with a

disease and has often visited the hospital where I belonged since

childhood.Because of our long relationship, we developed feelings of love,

and since we were in junior high school, my doctor has been asking me to



go out with him, and as soon as I turned 16, I started saying that I would

live with him every day.I was sickly as a child, but now I've grown up

well.She's a little quiet and sexually greedy, but... at least twice every

morning and evening... she's a little short, but her figure is the best.She's

really my proud girlfriend.)

Kichi: Ah, An... ♡ Oh, good morning, Ik... ♡

4.

True: oh… my dick…. (Bubble... this perfect proportion, and this baby... I

love it...)

Kichi: Ugh... Huh?

What's the matter, really?These days, it withers as soon as I wake up.Look,

this is Yoshino who loves Masato, huh? He can still do it, right?It's not good

yet.

Makoto: Oh, sorry... I don't know why either...Maybe it's because I'm tired

from work these days...

Kichi: Not like this all week! You can't do it without attacking Masato's

sleep... Are you sure you lost interest in my body...?

Makoto: No, that's not true!I love everything about Yoshino!

5. Kichi: By any chance, do you prefer bigger breasts?

If it's for the sake of truth, I can be like that?



True: Oh, that's not true!It's okay as it is Yoshino!Don't be silly!

Kichi: Because Masato has seen a lot of bulge patients at work recently... I

guess he likes that kind of thing?

6.

If Yoshino were like that... No, I'm not kidding! But...

Yoshino-chan Bare Standing Picture

Kichi: Look, I was imagining the patient and it got hard!After all, Masato

likes that kind of thingUgh...

Makoto: No, no, no, absolutely not!I've seen a lot of patients, but they're all

dead!Don't ever be like that!

Kichi: But, because...

Makoto: No, it's not.I really like Yoshino today.Don't be silly. What?

Kichi: All right...

view of the world

a standing picture of a true person

I was originally an ordinary doctor.However, he has been sent to the

research organization to study the sudden onset of symptoms—milk

swelling.



the subject of study, so-called When breast milk is consumed by breast

bulge patients, the chest grows rapidly, resulting in a strong dependence on

breast milk.In the end, not only the body but also the mind is broken.In

order to prevent the spread of symptoms, the government has hurriedly set

up this organization and blocked information, but patients are still sent from

time to time for unknown reasons.People still think it's like an urban legend,

but...

However, due to my carelessness, Yoshino saw the report I wrote and

learned this secret.However, she only knows the symptoms in words and

does not know the actual situation of the patient.Maybe that's why they

don't understand the gravity of the situation.

But that doesn't mean anything will happen.Both the institution and the

government have very strict control over milk turgor...

Yoshinotachi-e (picture of Yoshinotachi)

on one's way to school

Wow, I really like that kind of thing... I had a lot of confidence in my heart...

The Mysterious Old Man (Mr. Alchemy)

Hey, young lady, you seem to have something on your mind?Hmm, maybe

this will solve that problem?Now, take it...

Kichi: Oh, grandpa in full-length robes... I doubt it...

Teacher: If you want to be loved more by your boyfriend, try using it... kkk...

Kichi: Oh, no way...!Oh, old man... he's gone...



Is this... milk?You know... people say that if you drink it, you'll get bigger...

how big will it get?I already have an H-cup...

But if you like Masato, you can try it!


